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I .  I N T R O D U C T I O N

For more than 15 years, Young People For (YP4) has been at the forefront of social justice 
leadership as it has identified and supported thousands of young people, from all communities, 
committed to positive social change. YP4 is the most impactful social justice incubator of the 21st 
century with a model that effectively empowers young people to lead with social justice values and 
center the needs of their communities, for life. YP4’s model is a proven and innovative approach to 
build sustainable social change and empower communities that have been historically left out of 
opportunity.  

 
 
 

Since 2005, YP4 has trained, mentored, and supported thousands of young people committed 
to transforming themselves and the communities they come from. The entry point into YP4 is 
through a yearlong social justice Fellowship where Fellows, 18-27 years old, are empowered with 
the trainings, tools, and resources necessary to address issues impacting their communities. 
After the Fellowship, they transition to Alumni, a network that’s composed of 2100+ social justice 
leaders and innovators impacting change at all levels and industries. YP4’s life-long commitment to 
Alumni allows them to access trainings, resources and leadership expansion. YP4’s Alumni network 
is a prime example of the effectiveness and necessity for long-term investment in developing 
young people who lead with social justice and their communities at the center. This report shows 
the impact YP4 has had not only on its’ 2100+ Alumni, but also the diverse communities they 
represent. Readers will learn how the expansiveness, diversity, high levels of civic engagement, and 
continuous engagement of Alumni in YP4 consequently helps to build and strengthen an inclusive, 
youth-led progressive movement. 

This report shows the breadth and importance of 
the timely work being done at Young People For. 
The current moment we are in, a global pandemic, 
national uprisings, and a looming election, especially 
calls for the voices and brilliance of young folks to 
be heard and supported. We find ourselves in a 
time where we are realizing sheer representation 
of diversity is not enough. Now, more than ever, 
it is necessary to give young folks the opportunity 
to be rooted in social justice values and solutions. 
YP4 is calling on people and organizations to not 
only redefine how one thinks about and views 
leadership, but to also invest in young people who 
have the ideas that will push us forward. Overall, 
this report will show how YP4 is the only incubator 
of its kind whose lifelong investment and leadership 

development of young people successfully educates and empowers them to be the effective 
agents of sustainable social change our country and world needs. 
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YP4’s framework is the answer to the progressive movement’s 
search for an inclusive, sustainable way to expand representation 
by elevating leadership rooted in social justice.



I I .  M E T H O D O L O G Y

In preparation for this Alumni Report, YP4 launched 
the 15th Anniversary Alumni Engagement Survey 
in 2018. This survey was completed by members of 
YP4’s Alumni network. It collected both qualitative and 
quantitative data on Alumni’s engagement with YP4, 
progress on the community action plans they created 
called Blueprints for Social Justice, civic engagement 
efforts, along with standard demographic information. 
Key elements of YP4’s social justice leadership 
development model are highlighted throughout the 
report with personal narratives of Alumni from various 
class years. This report draws conclusions about YP4’s Alumni network using the survey responses 
from the 365 Alumni who completed the 15th Anniversary Alumni Engagement Survey. 

I I I .  C O M M U N I T Y  B R E A K D O W N  +  I D E N T I T Y

YP4’s model is built to successfully engage people who are systemically excluded from actualizing 
their leadership and aims to assist them in rooting their leadership in social justice. YP4 serves as a 
community that amplifies the leadership of young folks. The expansiveness of the Alumni network 
helps create the infrastructure necessary to build power and a sustainable movement committed 
to justice. YP4’s intentionality and keen ability to bring together people from various backgrounds 
gives Alumni a life changing opportunity that they may never have had access to otherwise. 

YP4 Alumni reside in communities across all 50 states and territories. This allows members of the 
network to not only connect with other social justice leaders in their hometowns but enables them 
to gain a more holistic perspective on the various avenues different communities take to center 
social change. The expansiveness of the Alumni network is also present in the program’s goal to 
attract leaders from all different communities. Approximately 60% of YP4’s Alumni come from 
urban communities, while 30% live in suburban communities and 10% hail from rural parts of the 
United States.

YP4’s ability to bring folks from a diversity of communities allows people like Kat Kouot, 2011, 
College & Career Success Director at Heart of Los Angeles, to “challenge myself to dig deeper and 
ask am I really doing the best that I can for this work, for my people, for my community? And what 

can I learn from folks across this nation and world…and implement 
into my life and practice?”  YP4’s model intentionally builds an 
inclusive and diverse space for young progressives from varying 
communities to learn, grow, and collaborate with each other. This is 
a unique space that not many other networks are able to provide. 
In order to build long-lasting, positive social change, there needs to 
be an emphasis on the diversity of identity and experiences of those 
leading the charge. 
 
YP4’s leadership development model successfully empowers a 
network of diverse, young people to better strategize and have a 
greater impact on how to support their communities.
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I I I .  C O M M U N I T Y  B R E A K D O W N  +  I D E N T I T Y  C O N T .

The majority of YP4 Alumni hold identities that have historically excluded them from opportunities 
to actualize their leadership. Approximately 70% of the network are people of color: 31% Black, 
23% Latinx, 9% Asian/Pacific Islander 5% Indigenous/First Nation/Native, 3% Arab/Southwest Asian/
North African. 20% of YP4 Alumni are 1st generation college students, and 60% identify as LGBTQ+.

Additionally, a quarter of the network are from working class families and more than 60% identify 
as a woman, gender-nonconforming, fluid, and queer.1 It is evident that YP4 prioritizes inclusivity 
and developing social justice leaders whose voices and experiences have been historically silenced. 
Alumni represent communities directly targeted by the United States’ unjust and unequal policies, 
thusly granting these young professionals the power to relate to, decipher and correct issues 
affecting their communities. 

YP4’s Alumni network is also intergenerational and brings together change-makers from 
Generations X, Y, and Z. This allows for cross generational knowledge sharing and the ability to 
learn and grow with each other. Alumni from Generation Z can learn what has and hasn’t worked 
in the past while members from older generations can learn how to stay relevant and cutting edge 
in their social justice framework. YP4’s focus and ability to build an intergenerational network 
produces a more holistic strategy to pursuing social change. 

1 Gender binary: A social construct and one type of gender system in which gender is viewed as two distinct and opposite or 
disconnected categories of either male or female. (Source: Wikipedia)
Gender Fluid: Being fluid in motion between two or more genders; shifting naturally in gender identity and/or gender expression/
presentation. May be a gender identity itself. Refers to the fluidity of identity.
Gender queer: A person whose gender identity and/or gender expression falls outside of the dominant societal norm for their assigned 
sex, is beyond genders, or is some combination thereof.
Gender Non-conforming (GNC) A person who resists the gender expressions or 
roles expected of them by society. (Source: YP4 Social Justice Toolkit)
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I V .  B L U E P R I N T S  F O R  S O C I A L  J U S T I C E

Blueprints for Social Justice (Blueprints), the core of YP4’s Fellowship, are community action plans 
created and implemented by Fellows that address a need in their community. YP4 provides 
training, mentorship, resources, and technical assistance that help to ensure the implementation 
of sustainable, justice-centered Blueprints. After their Fellowship year, Alumni utilize the 
knowledge they gained from YP4 and mobilize to address the needs of their community.

Blueprints, the measure of success at YP4, is the most tangible indicator of the large, positive 
impacts Alumni have on their communities.  Four out of 5 YP4 Alumni completed a Blueprint as
a Fellow, with 70% of those successfully implementing their community action plans.  

 
The hundreds of Blueprints that have been implemented across the country vary in approach 
as 40% of them utilize community organizing tactics, 43% are direct service based projects, and 
the remaining focus on advocacy, idea creation, and governance2. The breadth of expertise and 
brilliance that exists in YP4’s Alumni network is noticeable as their Blueprints address everything 
from educational justice (20%), to racial justice (17%), to Transgender & Queer liberation (8%) and 
more. The large percentage of Alumni who implemented their Blueprints, as well as the variety of 
approaches and issue areas they address speaks to the diverse and extensive set of skills they gain 
from their YP4 experience. 

YP4’s Blueprint framework allows for young folks to explore their entrepreneurial spirit that they 
can utilize to effectively empower and transform their communities. Notably, one out of every
four Alumni have successfully started their own business or organization since completing their 
YP4 Fellowship. 
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70% 1    4OUT 
OF

OF ALUMNI SUCCESSFULLY 
IMPLEMENTED BLUEPRINTS

ALUMNI HAVE SUCCESSFULLY
STARTED THEIR OWN

BUSINESS OR ORGANIZATION

2 YP4 has 5 approaches to social change: Advocacy, Community Organizing, Direct Service, Idea Creation, Governance. Advocacy: 
Usually a smaller group of individuals who speak on behalf of marginalized individuals. Commonly referred to as lobbying. 
Community Organizing: Developing a membership or group that can be mobilized to fight for specific demands around social 
justice. Direct Service: Providing service directly to the community, community residents, or both. Idea Creation: Creating 
and promoting ideas through media, research, and culture. Governance: Pushing for social change from within institutions or 
positions of formal (elected or appointed) decision-making power. 



I V .  B L U E P R I N T S  F O R  S O C I A L  J U S T I C E  C O N T .

Additionally, the Blueprints created professional opportunities 
for 40% of the network while also enabling one-third of Alumni 
to incorporate their Blueprints as part of their employment. This 
experience has helped people like Liz Harvin, 2012, Educator & 
Birthworker at HypnoBirthing Detroit, start several businesses. It was 
through Liz’s Blueprint that they were able to establish themselves as 
an educator. Thanks to her Blueprint, a performance based, “multi-
literacy curriculum” intent on improving students reading and writing 
skills, Liz found her path as an “educational consultant” delivering 
similar programs to non-profits and started a consulting business, Liz 
Laurel Solutions.  

YP4’s framework has empowered Alumni, like Liz, to “find the 
courage to trust my intuition [and] believe in myself” and with 
the opportunity to see one’s vision for social change “come to 
fruition.” This is truly significant as YP4 intentionally recruits and 
engages those who have historically been excluded from leadership 
development opportunities. It is important to also note that 20% of 
Alumni’s Blueprints have received funding from external sources. 
This includes Andrew Frazier, 2017, Assistant Dean of Students 
at Henderson College, whose blueprint helped “craft my career 
and made it go further than I ever could imagine.” Andrew is still 
engaged with his Blueprint, “Second Chance Operative,” a program 
that supports young folks affected by the school to prison pipeline. 

This program has enabled Andrew to become a “better, more well-rounded role model” and has 
“opened doors” for continued fiscal sponsorship from the Virginia Civic Engagement Table. The 
Blueprint format gives Alumni like Andrew the tools to both write grants and secure funding, as 
well as “help people understand the problems you are trying to tackle [and] the communities you 
are trying to help and address.”

The Blueprints for Social Justice implemented by YP4 Alumni have an enormous impact. In fact, 
the 80% of the network who completed their Blueprints impacted almost 35,000,000 people3, with 
an average of approximately 120,000 people impacted per Blueprint.  These community action 
plans have been successfully implemented with close to 75% impacting urban communities, 15% 
in suburban areas, and 10% impacting rural parts of the country. The significant effects of Alumni’s 
Blueprints highlight the true potential and power of YP4’s lifelong social justice leadership model. 
YP4 provides its’ Alumni with a social justice framework that they then utilize to empower members 
of their community to fight for positive social change. By implementing their Blueprints, Alumni 
are transforming their communities and demonstrating the secondary positive benefits that a 
community undergoes by gaining a skilled and resourced social justice leader.

3 34,948,218 total people impacted/292 Alumni completed Blueprint = Average of 119,685 people impacted per blueprint. 
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PEOPLE IMPACTED PER BLUEPRINT

35,000,000 
TOTAL PEOPLE IMPACTED BY BLUEPRINTS
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V .  E M P L O Y M E N T

A truly special aspect of YP4 is that it enables talented, young, progressive leaders in all sectors 
and industries to pursue and create the long-term change on the issues that matter most to them. 
This is important as having folks from different industries who are experienced and knowledgeable 
about social justice issues allows for the building of inclusive and sustainable power. YP4’s 
leadership development model gives Alumni the support and opportunities necessary to thrive and 
lead in their careers while elevating values of social justice.

YP4 Alumni are innovators involved in all sectors and industries and bring social justice to the 
forefront of their work. The nature of social justice work tends to fall in the non-profit industry. 
While 40% of Alumni hold positions in non-profit organizations, Alumni have built successful careers 
in the private and public sector as well. One third of Alumni are engaged in the public sector, 15% of 
the network work in the private sector, and almost 10% work for consulting firms. Additionally, YP4 
Alumni span across levels of employment as 35% hold entry level jobs, 31% work in a professional 
capacity, and one out of every three Alumni serve as managers and executives. 

Another important indicator of the success of YP4’s program is the resources Alumni received from 
their involvement. Erik Lampmann, a 2011 Alumni, gained their first job thanks to a YP4 connection. 
Erik, like many other Alumni, has had the opportunity to work at YP4. Currently, one-third of YP4’s 
staff, including its’ current Director Christin “Cici” Battle, are Alumni of the incubator. In fact, 80% 
of the network points to YP4 as responsible for them gaining professional development resources 
and job opportunities.  This points to the fact that YP4’s model is effective in creating a variety of 
opportunities for Alumni to ascend as leaders equipped with the skills and knowledge they need to 
uplift social justice as a priority in all industries.   
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V .  E M P L O Y M E N T  C O N T .

YP4 gives folks like Kat Kouot (2011) an educator in Los Angeles focused on serving 1st generation, 
low-income, students of color, the resources and skills needed to become a leader in their field. 
Her participation in the Fellowship and continued engagement as an Alumni has allowed her to 
further succeed in her work. Kat believes that because of what she learned at YP4, she is able to 
“center the experiences of folks that come from the most marginalized communities and really 
uplift student voice as a praxis and as a guide for the way that I do this work.” Today, Kat has 
had to re-think the ways she approaches youth development and education as her work has 
been severely impacted by COVID-19. Her experience as an organizer and trainer with YP4 has 
empowered her to “better do this work, to better organize not only my team but my students 
to stay connected, to stay grounded, and continue to develop skills of resilience and skills of 
community building.” The experience Alumni like Kat have with YP4 enables them to thrive in their 
roles and demonstrate their commitment to leading with values of social justice, which is especially 
important in our current moment. 

V I .  C I V I C  E N G A G E M E N T

At the core of social justice is civic engagement, a critical component 
for necessary systemic change. YP4 educates all of its’ network 
on the importance of being civically engaged and provides them, 
whether they are a college student or CEO, with a road map to help 
deconstruct and address the structures affecting them and their 
communities. One of the continued benefits for Alumni is access 
to YP4’s Civic Engagement programming. YP4’s curriculum, annual 
trainings and summits give Alumni skills that few other leadership 
programs offer. YP4’s civic engagement education empowers its’ 
Alumni, like Magge Nunez, 2017, ACE Site Coordinator at YES Prep 
Public Schools, with the “tools to talk about societal inequities and 
structures” with her community and to “help them facilitate these   

       conversations.”

YP4 Alumni have a significant increase in civic engagement after their Fellowship year. Prior to YP4, 
approximately 40% of Alumni reported their participation as a 4 and higher on a scale from 1-5. 
Once they completed the Fellowship, Alumni reported a drastic difference in their participation. In 
fact, 85% of the network stated their participation in civic engagement efforts was higher than a 4 
since completing their Fellowship. This exponential increase exemplifies the success of YP4’s civic 
engagement training efforts like the annual Civic Engagement Summit and Building Power to Win 
road trip, which are free, accessible trainings that highlight the uniqueness and effectiveness of 
YP4’s approach to civic engagement. 
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V I .  C I V I C  E N G A G E M E N T  C O N T .

Alumni’s high level of civic engagement not only impacts them on 
a personal level, but also enables them to work to reshape their 
communities and the institutions of political life. People like Elena 
Swartz, 2011, implemented their Blueprint utilizing YP4’s civic 
engagement education. Elena led a civic engagement summit at their 
college that allowed students to create “their own mini-blueprints” 
and learn to “make the connection between their issues” and 
“connect it to larger policy implications they wanted to see happen.”  
 
Similarly to Elena, Jamel Vanderburg, 2007, adjunct professor at New 
York Institute of Technology, and current member of YP4’s Alumni 
Council, has taken the knowledge and skills he has learned from 

YP4’s civic engagement education and implemented them in his work. As an adjunct professor, 
Jamel has used the “tools that YP4 has taught me” and enhanced his students experience “by 
creating a number of different projects around voter registration, civic engagement, social justice 
that are important in understanding not only our political world, but how all of our different 
endeavors tie back to knowing what is happening in our world today.” These stories point to 
the value and success of YP4’s civic engagement efforts as it empowers both Alumni and their 
communities to participate in the
civic processes. 

YP4’s intentionality around civic engagement efforts empowers Alumni to actively participate 
at every level. Three out every 4 Alumni reported that they have been involved in policy, civic 
engagement, and advocacy efforts since finishing their Fellowship. Alumni’s involvement spans 
across all levels of civic engagement as approximately 40% engaged at a Federal and State level, 
20% participated on their campuses, and a third of Alumni engaged with local institutions at the 
Municipal and County levels. Additionally, 5% of Alumni have been involved in advocacy and 
policy efforts at an international level. The breadth of experience Alumni have at all levels of 
civic engagement speaks to the valuable tools and knowledge they gained from YP4’s civic 
engagement education. 

The range of ways in which Alumni practice their civic engagement is impressive. Voting is a 
powerful tool that Alumni utilize to uplift their communities and push for a society that centers 
social justice. Approximately half of YP4’s network regularly vote in elections, as well as run efforts 
to persuade others to vote. Almost a third of Alumni have engaged their communities through 
active voter registration and 40% have volunteered for a political candidate or organization.  YP4 
Alumni also understand the importance and impact of direct action efforts as almost 40% of the 
network actively engages in protests, 15% practice boycotting, and almost half utilize social media 
and other forms of new media as platforms for advocacy. 
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V I .  C I V I C  E N G A G E M E N T  C O N T .

In fact, dozens of YP4 Alumni have been leading the front line efforts across the country. Alphonso 
Amos, 2017, Program Director at StreetWise Partners, has been organizing his community in 
Michigan as the lead organizer of the Port Huron chapter of Black Lives Matter. Lacy Lew Nguyen 
Wright, 2019, Associate Director at BLD PWR, has helped lead actions with Black Lives Matter Los 
Angeles. Melissa Denizard, 2018, Community Organizer and Event Curator & Host, led the National 
Mutual Aid Fund for Black People which raised more than $10,000 in a month. These are just a few 
examples of how YP4 Alumni are engaging and leading in this current moment, using the tools 
and resources they’ve gained from the incubator. The large impact YP4 directly has on Alumni, and 
indirectly has on their communities, is clear when analyzing their high levels of civic engagement 
and the variety of practices they engage in to amplify the voices of their communities and create 
sustainable change. 

V I I .  A L U M N I  E N G A G E M E N T 

YP4’s commitment to supporting and developing Alumni into social justice leaders is lifelong. 
The tools, knowledge, and relationships gained from the Fellowship experience keep YP4 Alumni 
engaged. Unlike other leadership development programs, YP4 continuously provides a variety of 
opportunities for the personal and professional development of Alumni. Alumni continue to lead 
and participate in variety of opportunities including skill-based webinars, mentorship to current 
Fellows, developing curriculum, serving as a trainer, and representing their class year as a member 
of the Alumni Council. Whether they are from the class of 2005 or 2019, Alumni are able to stay 
continuously engaged or tap back into the network as they are able and see fit. As Liz Harvin (2012) 
explained, YP4 is intentional about “stay[ing] in contact with me every year, a couple of times a year, 
if not more, which can be lacking in some programs. YP4 is not my Fellowship, it is my family.” This 
familial-like commitment speaks to why the majority of Alumni, 60%, continued their involvement, 
investing their time, energy, and expertise to help strengthen YP4’s programing and support new 
Fellows in their leadership development.

 

The level of Alumni engagement is a true indicator of the success of YP4’s model and speaks to the 
necessity for sustained investment in young people committed to social change. This investment 

is clear through the fact that 60% of engaged Alumni have served as 
a part of YP4’s mentorship program for current Fellows, helping to 
guide and assist them through the year. Additionally, engaged 
Alumni play a critical role in the continuation and increased access 
of the program as 65% of them nominated people to apply to 
YP4’s Fellowship. 

Erik Lampmann’s experience with YP4 serves as a perfect example 
of the strong, life-long commitment YP4 has to creating a culture of 
belonging for young folks. Erik, 2011, Incoming Law Clerk at Hogan

     Lovells LLP, has had the chance to experience YP4 both as a    
     participant and trainer, mentor, and former Staff person at YP4. 
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V I I .  A L U M N I  E N G A G E M E N T  C O N T .

His continued involvement is because “these experiences 
have showed me just how unique YP4 is among other youth-
led, youth serving organizations. At its’ core, YP4 is a family. 
A family of individual organizers joining a common cause in 
committed to advancing justice in their daily lives. YP4 is home 
to some of the most creative, thoughtful, and purpose driven 
people I have ever met. And I can say without a doubt that I 
wouldn’t be the person I am today had I not participated in 
the program and found my political home there.” His words 

point to the uniqueness of YP4 as an incubator for social justice leaders and also a home for young 
people interested in creating change in their communities. YP4’s aim is to give Alumni, like Erik, 
the opportunity to not only stay engaged and continue to grow as someone who leads with social 
justice, but also a life-long community to lean on. 

While Alumni are clearly invested in the success of YP4, they also continue to receive powerful 
opportunities for personal and professional development. 25% of Alumni have had the opportunity 
to strengthen their leadership and facilitation skills by serving as a Trainer at YP4’s annual 
Regional Trainings and National Summit. Erik, a former YP4 trainer, has found that his experience 
designing curriculum and facilitating trainings with YP4 not only 
has prepared him for his “next professional goal of becoming a 
law professor” but also gave him the “freedom and support to 
explore what facilitation looks like to me and the space to practice 
in.” This speaks to why 95% percent of Alumni are interested 
in participating in the personal and professional development 
opportunities YP4 offers. Erik’s experience demonstrates the true 
want and necessity for the sustainable, cutting edge and life-long 
social justice leadership development YP4 offers. 

V I I I .  N E E D  F O R  S U S T A I N E D  I N V E S T M E N T

YP4’s lifelong commitment to social justice leadership development has directly impacted the lives 
of thousands of young people, and indirectly effected millions of community members across the 
country.  YP4 recognizes the importance of running  an incubator that is not only able to remain 
relevant as newer generations enter the network but is adaptable as our world is constantly 
changing. As Kyle Smith, 2016, RISE Program Coordinator at Morehouse College, put it, YP4 “lit a 
fire in me” that told him it was “time to do things and build for my community in ways that I can 
leave a legacy, grow my flowers and continue to foster that garden with other people to take over.” 

Kyle’s words speak to how YP4 not only serves as a home to further develop social justice 
leaders, but enables the communities Alumni come from to feel empowered to create social 
change. Young people like Kyle, who have amazing ideas like “Project Feed Thy Neighbor,” his 
Blueprint that has successfully fed hundreds of people and engaged hundreds of volunteers in 
his community, need to be invested in and given the tools to make an even larger impact. The lack 
of sustained investment in YP4 is the most significant barrier faced by Alumni and impacts both 
the advancement of young progressives committed to social change and the communities, which 
historically have had limited access to resources, they seek to empower. 
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V I I I .  N E E D  F O R  S U S T A I N E D  I N V E S T M E N T  C O N T .

While the lack of sustained investment in YP4 has not stopped Alumni, like Kyle, from implementing 
their groundbreaking social justice work, there is a clear need for continued, long-term investment 
in young progressives as new, global threats to social justice arise daily.

While young people have long been at the forefront of social justice work, the lack of sustained 
investment in them is a part of a larger, historical trend. With limited social capital, young people 
have invested their lives to fight for positive social change with little returned investment from 
progressive institutions. Although YP4’s leadership model is intentionally built to fill the voids left by 
short-term, unsuitable investments, imagine what the 2100+ Alumni network could accomplish with 
proper support. The success of and expansive impacts YP4 Alumni have had on their communities 
is a prime example of how investment in young people elevates social justice. If progressive 
organizations truly want sustainable social change, they must uplift young people through long-term 
investment in programs like YP4. 

I X .  C L O S I N G

YP4 has effectively empowered thousands of young people to 
creatively address the needs of their communities through the 
active pursuit of social change. For over 15 years, YP4’s model has 
successfully prepared young folks, from all backgrounds and identities, 
to lead with social justice and utilize their lived experience and training 
to mobilize and build an inclusive progressive movement. This model is 
critical and the ways in which YP4 measures the success through their 
Blueprints for Social Justice is foundational. Another core component 
of YP4’s model is the sense of belonging and community Alumni feel 
as part of the YP4 family. Alumni, like Chiquita Jackson, 2019, Policy 
Research Intern at RespectAbility, constantly affirm YP4 as a community 

where they can be “authentic” and feel that their “voice is needed, deserved, and appreciated.” 
Expressing these feelings and having spaces like YP4 are incredibly important for young people, 
especially those from marginalized communities, to have access to. 

YP4 is the only incubator of its’ kind that is successful in empowering young people to lead with 
values of social justice while also creating a family and the freedom for Alumni to be their authentic 
selves. As Liz Harvin eloquently described, the “magic of YP4 became the baseline for how I want 
to feel for where and when I am working, the types of people I want to work with. It helped me 
figure out what is best for me.” YP4’s 2100+ Alumni are 
on the front lines of social justice work and continue 
to lay the necessary foundations to disrupt oppression 
and dismantle social inequity in the United States and 
abroad. The strong passion and commitment Alumni have 
towards sustainable social change is much in thanks to 
the intentional construction of YP4’s long-term, inclusive 
leadership development model. Young People For as an 
organization and family of change-makers are tirelessly 
working together to Build a Better Now for everyone. Join 
us in this pursuit to empower young folks to grow into the 
social justice leaders our world desperately needs. 
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G E T  I N  T O U C H  W I T H  U S

W E B S I T E
Youngpeoplefor.org

T W I T T E R
@YP4

C R E D I T S
Gabe Nissenbaum Colman, Haley Miller, Christin “Cici” Battle,
Andrea Sosa, Kaleab Brook, Mysiki Valentine, Chris Hooten

A D D R E S S
1101 15th St., NW Suite 600, 
Washington, DC 20005

F A C E B O O K
@Youngpeoplefor

I N S T A G R A M
@Youngpeoplefor

P H O N E
202.467.4999

E - M A I L
Youngpeoplefor@pfaw.org

L I N K E D I N
@Youngpeoplefor
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